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Jade’s Regular Contributors
Joseph Bore
American cartoonist Joe has
contributed his humour to many
world-famous publications. Now he
puts his pen and wit to work for Jade,
with a series of fun cartoons based
on the sex life of the wayward and
foxy ‘Southern Belle’.
Ralph Storer
Ralph is a psychology graduate and
best-selling author. In addition to his
guidebooks he is author of ‘Sex
Challenge’, a book of trivia quizzes,
which form the basis of his interesting
snippets for Jade.
Tully Summers
Tully works as an illustrator and
sculptor on famous Hollywood
blockbuster movies, but also has a
passion for art and storytelling.

‘Ashland’ is his first serialisation
outside the USA and is exclusive to
Jade.
Ian Hamilton
Ireland-based illustrator Ian is a
relative newcomer to Jade and will,
from time to time, be putting his
pencils to work illustrating some of
the confessions and stories we
feature.
Jean Macfal
A very big British welcome to prolific
and talented American photographer
Jean, who is the newest member of
the Jade team and joins us as our first
Contributing Photo Editor. This
means that readers can expect to see
more of her images in future issues
as she undertakes some ‘special
projects’ for us.
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